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INTRODUCTION
Various equivalent conditions under which a frame is a Riesz basis of a separable Hilbert space are known. See [8] among others, for instance. We add two new conditions to the list. They are inspired by the projection method proposed in [2] , which approximates frame coefficients by using finite subsets of a frame. Our main approach is to transcribe anything involving a frame in a Hilbert space into its Gram matrix acting on Euclidean spaces or on l 2 , the Hilbert space of square summable sequences, which is isomorphic to the original space. By combining this approach with the observation in [2] that any finite subset of a Hilbert space is a frame of its linear span we acquire an equivalent condition for a finitely independent frame to be a Riesz basis in terms of the weak convergence of certain sequences which arise naturally from the frame. The weak convergence of these sequences is actually equivalent to the applicability of the projection method. Therefore it follows that the projection method works for a finitely independent frame if and only if the frame is a Riesz basis. We also observe that frame bounds of a finite linearly independent frame can be given by the eigenvalues of the Gram matrix formed by the frame. Using this observation, we have another equivalent condition under which a frame is a Riesz basis in terms of the uniform boundedness of eigenvalues of the Gram matrices of finite subsets of the frame. As a by-product we obtain formulas of Riesz bounds in terms of these eigenvalues.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect some preliminary facts that will be used in what follows. We refer to [5, 8] 
{ f i } is a Bessel sequence if there exists B õ ϱ such that for any f √ H,
A Bessel sequence { f i } is a frame if there exists A ú 0 such that for any f √ H,
The constants in the above inequalities are called the Riesz, Bessel, and frame bounds, respectively. Note that the bounds are not unique. Whenever this nonuniqueness is to be emphasized we say a pair of frame (Riesz) bounds (and a Bessel bound). The supremum of all lower frame bounds is called the optimal lower frame bound. Likewise, the optimal upper frame bound is defined as the infimum of all upper frame bounds.
In the theory of frames the following operators are useful in analyzing various properties of frames. Suppose { f i } is a Bessel sequence and {e i } is the standard orthonormal basis of l 2 . Then we can define the so-called preframe operator [6] :
It is easy to see that Q £ B, where B is a Bessel bound [3] . The following theorem in [6] gives a useful characterization of frames by preframe operators. 
Note that since Q is surjective, Q* is injective and bounded away from zero. The frame operator S is the composition of Q and Q*; that is,
It is well known that S is bounded and positive and has a bounded inverse. Moreover, {S 01 f i } is also a frame, called the dual frame of { f i }, and S 01 is its frame operator. Being a frame, {S 01 f i } has its preframe operator Q . It is easy to see that Q Å S 01 Q. Theoretically, the optimal bounds for the frame can be given by its frame operator. The optimal lower frame bound for { f i } is A :Å inf{»Sf, f … : f Å 1} Å min{l √ s(S)}, and the optimal upper frame bound for { f i } is B :Å sup{»Sf, f … : f Å 1} Å max{l √ s(S)} Å S, where s(S) denotes the spectrum of S. See [1] , for instance. By a simple application of the spectral mapping theorem we see that 1/B and 1/A are the optimal bounds for {S 01 f i }. In the following theorem we list the known conditions under which a frame is a Riesz basis. THEOREM 2.2. Let { f i } i√I be a frame. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
We recall that a sequence {g i } is biorthogonal to
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is Theorem 4.12 of [8] . Problem 1.7.2 of [8] says that (c) and (d) are equivalent. The proof that (a) implies (e) is given by the remark following Lemma 4.6 in [8] . To show that (e) implies (d) we argue as follows. A frame is by definition a complete sequence. The implication follows if we note that a biorthogonal sequence of a complete sequence is unique if it exists. By a simple application of the Hahn-Banach theorem we see that (c) implies (b). It is obvious that (a) implies (f). To see that the reverse implication holds we observe that (f) implies that the preframe operator Q with respect to { f i } is injective. Hence Q is a topological isomorphism between an orthonormal basis of l 2 and { f i }. Therefore { f i } is a Riesz basis.
FRAMES IN FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES
We investigate the properties of a frame generated by a finite subset of a Hilbert space. These properties will be used to characterize Riesz bases in the following section.
For a finite set { f i } i√J of H, let H J Å span{ f i } i√J , and let P J be the orthogonal projection of H onto H J . The following two lemmas were observed in [2] .
{ f i } i√J being a frame for H J , the frame operator
is well defined, bounded, positive, and invertible. Moreover, S J Å Q J Q* J , where
The expression in the above lemma gives the most ''economical'' expression of P J , since {S 01 J f i } i√J is the dual frame of { f i } i√J . See Proposition 3.2.4 in [5] . We now give the expression of the frame bounds of { f i } i√J by means of the eigenvalues of the n 1 n Gram matrix G J Å (» f j , f i …) i ,j , where n is the cardinality of J. For the time being r e denotes the standard Euclidean norm on ‫ރ‬ n and (r, r) denotes the standard hermitian inner product on ‫ރ‬ n . Suppose that { f i } i√J is linearly independent. Then G J is nonsingular. Moreover, a direct calculation shows that G J is the matrix representation of Q* J Q J with respect to the standard basis of ‫ރ‬ n . Hence G J is strictly positive definite. Let 0 õ l 1 £ rrr £ l n be the eigenvalues of G n . By the spectral theorem we have Proof. Since G J is hermitian, l n Å the spectral radius of
Å the optimal upper frame bound. On the other hand, let f √ H J be arbitrary. Since
TWO CHARACTERIZATIONS OF RIESZ BASES
Suppose I 1 ʚ I 2 ʚ rrr ʚ I n z I is an increasing family of finite subsets of the index set I. Let H n Å span{ f i } i√I n . By Lemma 3.1 the frame operator S n on H n is well defined for each n. Suppose { f i } i√I is complete in H. Let P n be the orthogonal projection of H onto H n given by Lemma 3.2. Note that if { f i } i√I n is not linearly independent, then the expression of P n given in Lemma 3.2 is not unique. Christensen [2] defined the projection method as follows: If there exist linear functionals {l i } i√I such that Proof. We tackle the ''if'' part of the statement. Without loss of generality we may assume that I n Å {1, 2, . . . , n}. Note that the finite independence condition implies that the n 1 n Gram matrix G n Å (g ij ) i,j√I n given by g ij Å » f j , f i … has nonzero determinant. Hence there exist n n-dimensional vectors V
is the ith standard basis vector of the n-dimensional Euclidean space ‫ރ‬ n . Therefore we have the relations
It follows that 
The theorem now follows with c j Å f j /e. The following examples show that the weak convergence condition and the finite independence condition are independent. EXAMPLE 4.1. There is a finitely independent frame for which the weak convergence condition is violated.
Let H be any separable Hilbert space and {e n } ϱ nÅ1 be an orthonormal basis for it. We let I n Å {1, 2, . . . , n} and let f 1 Å e 1 , f i Å e i01 / (1/i)e i , i § 2. Then { f i } is obviously finitely independent. Proposition 3.2 of [2] asserts that it is a frame and that
i01 i!e i and that S 01 n f 1 r ϱ as n r ϱ. Hence the weak convergence condition does not hold. Note that it is not a Riesz basis by Theorem 4.2. EXAMPLE 4.2. There is a finitely dependent frame for which the weak convergence condition holds.
As usual let H be any separable Hilbert space and let {e n } ϱ nÅ1 be any orthonormal basis. We let e 0 Å e 1 . Then {e n } ϱ nÅ0 is a frame with frame bounds 1 and 2. Let I n Å {0, 1, . . . , n}. For a fixed n, direct calculation shows that S 01 n e j Å e j for j Å 2, . . . , n and that S Suppose that { f i } is a finitely independent frame and that I n z I is an increasing family of finite index sets. If there is a pair of frame bounds A n and B n of { f i } i√I n for each n such that e Å inf n A n ú 0, then by applying Theorem 4.3, Theorem 4.1, and Theorem 4.2 successively we see that { f i } is a Riesz basis.
We close this section with another characterization of Riesz bases by using the eigenvalues of finite Gram matrices. implies that some lower frame bound of H n is bounded away from zero independent of n. By the remark following Example 4.2 the frame is a Riesz basis. We now prove the ''only if'' part. A Riesz basis is obviously finitely independent and is, in particular, a Riesz-Fischer sequence [8, Chap. 4] . Any Riesz-Fischer sequence satisfies the ''bounded below'' eigenvalue condition [8, pp. 157-161] . Hence it remains to show the ''bounded above'' eigenvalue condition. Let I n be any finite subset of the index set and G n be the corresponding Gram matrix. Note that the finite subset { f i } i√I n of { f i } i√I is itself a Riesz basis (hence a frame) of its own linear span, since it is linearly independent. It is obvious that the optimal upper Riesz bound of { f i } i√I n is no larger than that of { f i } i√I . If we recall that a pair of frame bounds is a pair of Riesz bounds, the eigenvalues of G n are bounded above independent of n by Lemma 3.3.
We now show that A and B form a pair of frame bounds of { f i } i√I . The first part of the theorem shows that 0 õ A £ B õ ϱ. Let P n denote the orthogonal projection of H onto H n . Then for any f √ H and any n,
by Lemma 3.3. Hence
Similarly we can show that B is an upper frame bound.
COMPARISON WITH EXISTING LITERATURE
When we were writing the previous version of the manuscript, we were unaware of the existence of the work [4] of Christensen, in which he developed the projection method further. He introduced the notion of a Riesz frame, i.e., a frame whose subfamilies are also frames of their closed linear spans with a common lower frame bound. A Riesz basis is a trivial example of a Riesz frame. What distinguishes a Riesz frame from an ordinary frame is that any Riesz frame contains a subset that is a Riesz basis of the underlying Hilbert space [4, Theorem 3.2] . Moreover, the projection method works for a Riesz frame [4, Corollary 4.2] . Since the frame in Example 4.2 is trivially a Riesz frame, the weak convergence is guaranteed. Let { f i } 
